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INTEGRATION AND CONSENSUS: A TENTATIVE EXPLORATION
Kent W. Smith
Summer Honors College
Oberlin College
August 9, 1963

The dimensions of the topic at hand are of a scope known on
occasion to induce giddiness of mind and delusions of omniscience
among those who treat with such words as consensus and "intsgration~ff
Let us be warned; recognition of.danger is the first
stage of wisdcm. It is necessary to severely limit our purview
and to temper our aspirations. Established knowledge in this
complex and elusive area of concern is scanty. Firm data are
perhaps lass conspicuous than firm opinions. Ideological convictions often are easier to come by than precise and valid
evidence. The immediate moral is to expect something less than
definitive knowledge, but to teke the topic very seriously indeed,
in the reasonable hope that some clarification may be achieved.
Robin M. Williams, Jr.
Oberlin Symposium, 1963

INTEGRATION AND CONSENSUS: A TENTA11 TVE EXPLORATION
I

One of the chief questions in sociology is the Hobbesian
one, "How can there be social order?" or " What creates and
continues that amount of social integration which does exist?"
Almost all writers in sociology have dealt with the question
at some point; the bulk of the writing of Talcott Parsons
is an attempt to answer it.

Many writers have made the

assumption, often the ideological faith commitment, that
consensus leads to integration and dissensus leads to disintegration.

The major point of this paper is th2,t consensus

is only one of several mechanisms that can lead to integration.
The focal phenomenon of this paper is social
The second focal point is consensus

G

integration~

In one paper of this

length:- it is impossible to develop a complete schema of in-

tegration: that longer road shall 'have to wait for another
day.

I shall concentrate on the effect, negative and posi-

tive, of various kinds of consensus on integration and only
brief
'L~his

suggest mechanisms other tb,an 'consensus ~
narrowed purview, I canno"lj summarize, comment

EYen

1,\Ti th

o:n~

eva-

luate, nor even mention. all of the writers' who have broached.
the subject.

My goal is to form an analytic schema of a

limited nature and present tentative,. albeit nondeductive,
hypoJijhesesljo

t is needed. now in the: inquiry into integration is
a series of "theories of the middle range" closely connected

with empirical researcho-

Unfortun81t,ely, like Parsons, I am

an "incurable theoristJi However, Wi2i.ike Parsons, I am not
married and have thus had to supply my own Hbalance-wheel lf

of f1practical ernpiricismY 1 I may not have always succeeded.
ITalcott Parsons, The Social System, (G18nco~,

The Free Press, 1951), po v.;
-1-

-2II
rtIntegrationH j.s one of the most frequent.ly usecl words
in sociological writing, but
whether or not there is
the word.

Ct.

it is- often not at all clear

reasonable explicit concept. behind

Integration is a plastic, "slippery" word that

can be conjured up when one is slushing through muddy swamps.
However, it is also one of the most important words in
social theory, pointing as it does to the heart of what makes
a "social system"

a reasonable abstraction of a society.

The difticultyof the term arises because it is both important and abstract.

Lack of agreement on such central terms

as integration is an indic:ation of the· young and struggling
nature of basic sociological theory, not of the need to
give up on the terms.
'The first step toward agreement on a clear concept is
to catalog the various ways in which "integration" is used.•
The Social Science Research Council organized two conferel1·ces on social integration.

Out of these two conferences

came a list of ten different meanings for "integration". 1
Ten distinct meanings is an indication of the confusion.
Landecker cleared the air to some extent by trying
to logically derive four different types of integration.
He chose not to define "integration" "per se.

2

Rather he

started with what he considered the smallest units of group
life:

t 1) culture and (2) behavior of individuals.

'Ehere

is integration of each unit and integration between them.
Cultural integration is the consistency among the standards
of a culture.

·The conformity of the behavior to the cultu-

ral standards is normative integration.

Upon examination

he discovered that integration of behavior actually was composed of two distinct types of integration: communication

~obin M. YHlliams, Jr., "Unity and Diversity in Modern A!ljlerica," Social Forces, 36 (October, 1957), p. 5.
I%erner S. Landecker, "Types of Integration and Their
Measurements," American Journal of Sociology, 56 (January,
1951), Pl'. 332-340.

-3integration or the exchange of meJLping throughout the group
~,c'

~\

and functional integration or ¥id",J!)ndence among group mem--~.

bers trough, as Durkheim pointed out, the division of labor.
Communicative integration is important to the functioning' of the group in two ways.

First, barriers to communi-

cation may lead to the isolation of the individual and his
alienation from the group.

Second, barriers may divide the

group into various sub-division.

The communioation within

eaoh sub-group may be very good and the individual far from
isolated.

However, between sub-groups "misunderstandings

and distortions restrictcommunication and, on their part,
are augmented by the very barriers to communication which
they thenselves foster.

Thus prejudice bears a close rela-

tion to communicative integration." 1 Thus, Landecker maintains that barriers to oommunicatj.on and the resultant alienation of individuals and sub-groups oontributes to low
morale.

However, inherent in this proposal is the assum-

ption that if there were "complete" communication, the
members of the groullwouid discover that they enjoy being in
I

a group together.

Underlying this assumption is the further

assumption that, since it is a group,. there will be consensus or agreement if only there is good communication.

As

we shall see later, this is a highly debatable assumptioll!i.
Landeeker's discussion of communicative integration is just
one example of how easy it is to combine oonsensus and integration into one conceptual block.
Landecker adds a very important refinement to Ilurk.heim's
division of labor.

Interdependence is not based

the existence of labor specializatiouo

r£H~rely

upon

Two men is a so-

may both fulfill specialized functions yet not be

ndent because they do not need each otherfg products
or services.

It would be hard to indicate any close inter-

dependence between a workeF on the fish market who likes

-4roeh:.-a,nd-roll music and the

nOIlo~f

i:;h-eating

In other 1'yords, fUfu::t,ional integration or int0l'rdepenclenc:e has two facets;
(1) the specialization of functions and (2) the interchangeof functions based upon mutual
tra ID0'mber..

fulfillment of needs or desires. 1
Basic to all four types of integration developed by
Landecker is the existence of units and the weaving of these
~~its

into SOIDe sort of consistent or observable network.

Each cultural standard is a unit which is consistently related to other cultural standards.

In normative integration,

each unit of cultural standards is iwnsistently, or at least
not conflictfully, related to the various acts making up
behavior.

In both communicative and functional integration,

individuals are related to other individuals in a systematic
way, i.e., they comprise a system.
This linguistic analysis is the starting point for
Williams in his definiton on integration:
An integrs,ted thing is a whoh, whose parts are necessa.ry
for com.pl~ter:uess",
In 'mathematics, integration is the
universe of' d.iffE0rE0ntiation. In neurology, sa;,s
and,/~\'nJgna}l_ Col1 ra £7e Standbtrd Dictionary, intep:rat,{on
reter~s to the "-C()TD.'bIn8,ti.oris of d.ifferent nervous proCf,;sses or rnflex,t~s so iJ.1.ai" iF-;hey co-operate in a larger
activity and. thus unite the hodily functions." In human socieJ(,'ie;s, inte'g:K'ai:,io:rtis the articulation of di5cerff8'Tent comJ)one.ni>'::1 into mt'fa,n:inR~ful wholes--HveriLl
ft
i l l i:£~tdustI':Y'1 "racial i,ntegratio:n tt iE
th.e publ:Lc s.chools, n intf?grailion of new weapon sysi::.ent::12
in the mi:. itary :forces of the NATO forces," and so on.
000_0

As

lU.ams well demonstrates, such a usage of integration

in soeiology closely approximates that in normal English
usage.

Since so much of sociology is based upon the bio-

logical model, the neurological defenition is of particu-

lar interest...,

A paraphrase of it shall be useful later in

p. 338
2):>
T"~
~"
hO b":tll J"
vi" "T"l'"
iLL ~l.ams, uTI'.>"
vonsenSllS an d I n t egravl.on

in Urban Society,,?!

paper read at the sympesiu:m on trends
Obe~lin College,

and direction of the American social scene,
March 14-15, 1963, mimeo, p. 8.

-5our discussion of the meL';,surment oi" integration:;

integration

r,efers to the combination of dif"?erent units so that

tl~~

co .... operate in a larger activity and thus fulfill the; functions
of the whole e

Basic to this conception of int.egration is the; f
that an abserver can distinguish the figure of a system made
up of ingrated units
olrh" against the field of the
enviromeni. In other words, there must be more order within
the
and the rest of the field.
the system than
This order must
also, s:;. :Gt>~·c '0Te consid.er a
over
"l

tern a contin.uing organization of aetion •. ~~

In other words,

an integrat.ed system, (
so as indicated. above, no systeJiIl
, "
' . ! . WJ..v
' -'-h'
't
" " ma1.nvalllS,'
~
,
, "
wOUJ.u
eXlSi.;
OUG sozme ::tn
egral11.0Ilj
re.J.,a"tol.ve:

to the: field, equilibrium, that controversy-ladden Ufighting wordoii
By ecpailibrium I emphatically do not mean a steady,
ibeO,. motionless, state$>

'J:here' is never a steady, noD.-

dyBamic state in. a social system.

There are contin.uing

processes and built-in sources of conflict within and constant flux in the external situation demanding new adaptatioIlSo

Rather,. there is equilibrilJ. m in that there are mechanisms

that can retnrn the system (as fen analytic abstractation of
a group) to 8> sJeatus guo ante after a minor disturbance. 2
IThe writer is well aware of the danger of misplaced
concreteness when speaking of a system.. HSy8t.emtt is an a05trri-ttion used to order our observation of behavior.. As with
all scienees, sociology must deal in abstrac·tions

not reality directly(>

reality,

Por instance, at no point do I mean

to equate soci
and system.. ,A society is a particular
grouping of pe
; a socie,l systeIci~ a mocls':" Ese-a to
cally describe the behavior a.nd org2"niza-tion O'f tIle group"
Unlike
s I believe that system is a useful and not
merely
ical abstr8,ction.,. Gf"
of Utopia: Toward
a
on. of Sociological Analysis, n American ~Tournal
of'
64 (September, 1958), l)P .. 115-1270

'2,w":~"'r<'r'(1"':-'
= v..
.L.J'U..¥'

n=VeT',n.;llx
~.'C'

>

_

"",

_,

uT-",
.....

9

r;"i::'~rs(\-n,;;"
c,,_, v
..<.

~.ii:a

::::OC·1'O

!",'

ThE:· Social Theories of Talcot-b Pe"rsons :;,/;""~'--:'~'-::'.~7~~~~~~-:';~::
edi-'bed b'Ylv"fax Black, :En-glE;'i'i,~Cliffs,
196111 p .. 53 ..

As

11, foIl

~~'''"""6''S

are self-limi-tinr;::

in

linI'

the start processes in

sections of the
that decrease the effect of the
1
11, who uses
term steady state as a
synony-m for equilibrium as develope"d above- rathe-r than a
synonym for static state" mal;;:es some

pertinent obser-

V'2&tions about eqmilibrium:
The concept of a steady state (l,oes not i:mply~ of course,
that the social body can al;,vays resist. successfullyOexternal pressures (or internal oonflicts) pass beyond a threshold, defenses break down and readjustments
of the systl:Ull take placfo. Thearetically, only two resul ts are po,,,,,ible:
e
tho system, after approI<riatt: r-9-?organiza~tio.n, a:ttaing a n(:-~w steady state, or else
ill disintegrates. Nor do(,.;:; a steady state mean that nothing new can be incorpor",t,ed ,vi thout breakdown and reorranization.
In social wholes 8,t least, traits can be added to an existing steady state so ling as they are SBlC>ot.hly compatible with whatever is alrea,dy there. There
may even be a sm.oot~ replacement of one way of doing
things by another.

While equilibrium is basic to our being able to call
something a system, it is no;!; some.thing to be assumed, taken
for granted, not explained.
quote two contrasting views.

To

{i'~hten

this point, let me

Fi:J.~{, Devereux's excellent

and ace_urate analysis of Parsons:
To this reviewer, it al'pe2c,rs that Parsons I concern with
equilibrium do"", not reflect the view that eVC5rything :Ls
a,utomad.ically integrated and adjusted to everything else
in this be,~t of all possible worieLs.
It reflects in"t.(~ad
the view t:l.at society represent,,; a veritable
her:;
of conflic+,ing forees, pu£"hing and hauling in a,11 ways
at once. That any sort of equilibrium is achieved at all
as it evid"ntly is in most societies most of the time,
lRobert Cooley Angell, !'ree Society and. M02:a1 Crisis,
(Ann Arbor: The University Of Michigan Press, 1958) p~ 48.
In this context, Angell mentions the principle of "equifinality" of Bertalanffy, "that the present state of a biological or social whole does no~ allow us to discover its previous history."
(1'. 48.) This principle, if it does hold
true in social systems, creates a whole series of interesting
questions about some of the present methods used to approximate a time stud.y.

2 Ibid ., pp. 48f.

-7,thusrepresen'ts °ior Parsons eom,'d,hing both of mirac leand
challenge.
from 'taking soeietal equilihrium for granted,
sees it BS a central problem demanding detailed
analY8is and explanatio!lol
Second r Angell:

The tentative manner of societal evolution makes it inevitahle that in times of comparative stability Sumnen:'e
strain foro consistency will have worked itself out I;retty
weI , so that in fact institutions will then be helping
to maintain a steady state: this is indeeiL their "natural"
function. There is no need 'to explain why or how i't is
rna; ntGdned. ,\fe are concerned here only wi'th the processes that get in the way" only with the obstacle to its
successful maintenance.,;!
The former seems to me to be a much more profi ta,ble heuristic posi -i;ion to take.
As developed above, integration has to

~o

with systems.

The sociologists is interested in integration of the personality system, of the cultural system, and of the social
system (interaction system).

Since all three are analytic

ways of looking at the same behavior by the same individuals,
We can also speak of integration between systems, as between
the cultural and social. i.e., La,ndecker's normative integration.

In this paper we will be primarily concerned with

sooial integra,tion and will touch upon the other types only
a,s they effect social integra,tion.
It should be noted at this point that "social system"
is a "model", in a broad sense of word, that can be applied
at va,rious levels to various sizes of groups.

The simplest

would be a, rela,tively small group in which the basic units
were individual people.

However, we can also apply the model

to a corporation or an association in which the units ma,king
up the system a,re smaller groups or divisions, each consisting of several :people and com.prising a system itselfo

It

must be remembered, on the other hand, that at each higher
level, all the lower systems must be included.
ppo 33f

88.

0

The basic

-8interaction, no matter how large and complex the system
will still be between individuals.

This is why social

psychology may be the "root" behavioral science.
level, the simplest system is naturally the dyas.

At each
In this

tentative exploration, most of my disc.ussion will concern
dyatic relations between individuals.

Nevertheless, the s

same approach should theoretically be applicable to higher
levels without too great additional complications.

,

IHlliams makes the necessary observation that integration is not necessarily in inverse relation to complexity;
indeed, added complexity may at times be necessary to increase integration.
There appears to be wide speared in anthropological and
sociological writings the implicit assumption that more
complex societies are less highly integrated than the
more simplf? systems. This a.ssumption must be challanged.
It is entirely possible, ind.eed, that, at a cert8.in le;"l
of comp lexi ty, further compl.exity is necessary to maiIl~"
taill a funotioning system at that level ••• lre hav® evidcmee from study of soci",l organization that specialh"'d
coord inat.ing organs play an increased part as conrplexi ty
increase'S :i,n other renpec,ts 1
0

We speak of .more and less integration.

We can say that

system A is better integrated than system B or that A is
better

integrated now than it was or will be at time x or

that M mechanism will increase the integration of system A.
/.•",\\
However, I do not think that we can accuratjly speak of integration as a continuulll, for it is not at ,dl clear that
we are dealing with a nni-dimensional concept.

Williams

maintains that "'integration' is what Blumer would call a
'sensitizing' concept; it represents a complex connotative
network rather than a precise denotation of a unique thing.

2

This point leads us to the question of measurement.
What sort of index of integration do we have?

Quite simple,

we have at this time no measurement even begin..Iling to
approach a quanti tat,ive measure..

Such a measure is imposs-i-

I\Hlliams, "Unity and Diversity ••• ,"

p. 4.

p. 6.

-9ble until we move'beyond a "sensitizing" concept.
we have descriptive' conrp2,rative m',ltSUres.
and well-ol,erating does a system
observing scientist?

:}_,'i<?ear
f "

At best

How consisting

to the Qutsida,

One criterila;R, and the chief one that

is used by the members of a system, goes baok to our
para.phrasing

of~

neurological

integration~

There we said

that integration refers to the oombination of different
units so that they oo-operatein a larger aotivity and thus
fulfill the funotions of the whole.

Inherent in this is

the assumptions that the functions of the whole (to be
ileveloped later) can only be met by some sort of cw-operativeinteraotion between units of the whole.

Poor inte-

gration will lead to the failure to' meet the functions of
the whole.

For instance, the cyclical anomie that Merton

has noted results from the fact that there is poor integration between elements in the cultural system and elements
in the social system which are necessary to meet the tension
management functions for the indlividuals which are, because
of the effect of c!issociated individuals on the whole,
also functions for the whole.

This example shall become

clearer as elements ill it are more fully explained later.
Un~ortunately,

the observe, i.e., that failure to meet the

functions cf the whole necessarily indicate,s lack of integration does not obtain, since such failure may also be
caused by difficulties within the units.

e.g., the perso-

nality system, or by changes in the environment that have
not been adapted to.

A more thorough analysis of the si-

tuation must occur before we can say that the failure is a
result of poor integratione

Along this same line,

lliams notes some important

signs of the lack of perfect integration:
1. Interpersonal tension and conflict.
2. Conflicts among groups and collectivities.
3. Incapacity for coordinated action; lack of coordination; failure to

concert~

-10-

4. Breakdown of

goal~directed.

behavior,

e.g., panic,

apathy, itfailute of nervet~'
5 . . Social unpredictabilityo

6 . . Breakdown of' normative control over overt behavior ..
7

It

Various types of mas,(:ive psychological disturbances
manifest in neurOSH
psychoses, 2fu'ic-ide;, and other
ty})8S of retreat :f
ftth~ t.error, agony" and absa,...

rdi.ty of existence""
~rhus,

at this time, integration is an important and

essential sensitizing and heuristic concept, but it cannot
Y~ry

~asily

be

u8~'c1

as an explanatory variable ..

Our second focal point, consensus, is a little less
fraught with confusion; however r consensus is far from an
easely indexed, precise concept. Horowitz reports on at
least sev:-en different shadings of meanings of consensus in
soci-o-logy, ra.nging 'from the restraining of hedonistic

impulses and instinct to accord between role behavior and
:2
role expectations.
Newcomb defines consensus quite simply: "I IIH~an . . by
the term nothing more or, less than the existence, on the

part of .two or more persons~ of similar o~ien-tation8 tllfWard
something." 3 However, in its sirnplicit,y, this definition
leaves a number of unanswered questions. How similar must
the orientations be before there is consensus? Orientation
is itself ambiguous; it has at least three component parts:

lwil~iams, nConsensus and Iutegratienolf>o,tI P6 23.
2Irving Louis Horowitz, Consensus, Conflict and Cooperation: A Sociological Inventory," Social Forces, 41
(December, 1962), PI'. II7f'.
3Theodore M. Newcomb, liThe Study'of Consensus,"
Sociology:'Today: Problems and ProspecJ~s, edited by Robert
K. Merton, Leonard Broom,. and Leonard S. Cottrell, Jr.,
(New York: Basic Boo,ks, Inc., 1959), p. 279.

-11--

cognitive, cathetic, and evaluative.
\Villiams
~tConsensus,

t

Qefinition closely· parallels that of Newcomb:

then refers to agreement&

It exists to the degree

that there is agreement with regard to any object or to any
aspeot of human

1

experience."~

Consensus may concern agree-

ment on an objeot, on another person, on eaoh other, on the
ste,te of an interaction, on the "modes of perception, the·
meaning of symbols, affective states, know10dge, beliefs,
values, and so·cial norms of many kinds.,,2 In other words,
oonsensus refers to culture. It is the amount of agreement
between or among two or more people about SOille ·aspect of the
oulture.
As stated above,-there may be varying amounts of agreement or similarity among the cognitiv0, cathetic, and evaluative orientations.

Tf~persons may agree about the facts

ooncerning something, yet disagree about th0 value or attractiveness of it.
Parsons.

These three aspects were first developed by

Max Black provides us with some excellent brief

explanations:
At the crudest level of common sense I would try .:0&0 t.ranslate nto cognize H as to perceive" believe, to think,
short to do anything .'Ni th respect to which questions of
truth or falsi../c.y may arisen; s
larly; i~to cath.ect H might
h m- l·pn~-~e~
as
"LO
-ba
~~
_
_u.>v.>. U
It,
vv l~~p
oj:' disl~ke, to want, 01' not to
, in short
do anything
tit r€~S rr:t to which qu~siions of ~eTson,al saiisfact j :::H: (CFsai:iisfaction can a,rise .. H~
...,,<,~

~

<;;:

..LJL.r.,,-~

;;

And
It is -worth I)ointing olrt that P8Jrsons repeatedly thinks

of

~valuation

as a

~r~b~!m o~

nallocat~o~"

of

scar~e

resources a,mong cOl1Illculng o.emands anCL lnterests ..

l-,_.,,~
I!~vonsensus anu- In-egravlon&o~~'
t
+'
"
~~~.LLlamS,

1:''''

4"

2."-1.,
..lvlG.q,

3Max "Black" nS ome Quest,ions Ai}ou"t PEtrSOns t l.""heories" H
The Social 'l'heories of Talcott rc;,rsons: A Critical Exami-·
l:c,>t:.on, e:dl ted by l\Qax Black, ·Uinrlewood. l!ll!ifs" l\! .. J .. :
Fr0n'nce
, Inc •• 1961) > p. 2.7'2.

..-12-

and perc

Thus 9 cogl1i ti V€' rei'e1"s t.o

ion,

ss, and evaluative to

·to liking an.d

or desirability, both relative to that of other subjects or
aspects of life and derived :from generalized standardso
The opposite of
more limited in

co~sensus

meanin.g~n

is dissensus.

Dissensus is

mere disagreement$'.

In order

for cognitive disagreement to be dissensus, the actors must
have relatively strong cathetic and evaluative orientations,
positive or negatiyee

Furt/her, the object or aspect of life

must b@ seen as involved in the interaction between the actors
in question.

Angell refers to this as "common" values or

or objects or concerns.

1

Ang@ll points out the distinction

qui te wellon the soci.etal levels "Different people may
without harm to society accept values and norms of subcultures ·t.hat are inconsistantwi thone another, so long as they
are not inconsistent with the overall societal moral order. n
They may disagree as long as the subject is not of "joint
relevance" to the interacc;ion of the societal level.
In human society,

consensus that is observable and

that is expressed in interaction is of a quite limited
nature. We never ha,ve one hundred percent consensus, or at
least never are in a position to find out whether or not we
have one hundred percent consensus.

only communicate

fragments which are teleologically selected, reduced,. reordered. Georg Simmel makes the point as follows:
all communicate to another individual by means of words
or pehaps in another fashion--even the most subjective,
impulsive, intimate matters--is a selection from that.
psychological-real whole whose absolutely exact report.
(absolutely exact in terms of content and sequellll!e) would
drive everybody into inslJne asylum--is a paradoxical expression is permissible.
lAngeL'1 , Ope CLe.,
0.>p. 20 •
2 Ange 1 l, op.

°t.• ,
C 1.

P 82•

3Georg Simmel, The Sociology oil Geo£!, Sil!lll1el f Translated and edited by Kurt H. "oifT, (Glencoe, Ill.: The :Free
Press, 1950), pp. 311f.

2

-13It appears that consensus on each of the three aspects
of an orientation is theoretically of a "continu1Ul-like"
nature, although probably. not a simple continu1Ul since there
are several aspects to

eonSensus~

First, above the dyad

level, we are faced with the question of how many people
in a .group have to agree before there is consensus.

One

more than half, as in most parlianentary decisions?

Two-

thirds?

The total group, as in a Friends meeting?

does everyone have equal importance?
shapers. followers?

Further,

Leaders, opinion-

Second, withim the dyad even, there is

a continu1Ul between consensus and dissensus.

Both Horowitz

and Coser point out that the two are part of the sane theory.
Hor()witz maintains that the one implies the other, that
without one, we would not be aware of the other.
referring to

1

Coser,

GestaltpsychQlogy, points out that deviants

and dissensus provide the gro1Uld against which to see the
figure of consensus. 2

Of course, there are a whole range

of shades of gray between the field and the figure.
Nevertheless, vIe can in a "rough-and-ready" and yet
quite accurate way speak of more and less consensus at the
dyad level.

In the cognitive area, we can measure with

some accuracy what peo]lle know and believe.
there could be

me~sures

Theoretically,

of the strength of each

~ctorts

lHorowitz, op. 21! •• pp. l82f.
2Lewis A. Coser. "Some Functions of Deviant Bell.avior
pa Normative Flexibiiity, tI American Journal of S.ociolog:y,
68 (September, 1962), p. '174.

cathetic and evaluative orientation.
measures could then be compared.

These individual

As we shall see later,

the importance of the consensus-dissensus and the amount
of strain produced by
upon

a~

it

given amount of low consensus depends

least three other variables, all three of which

roughly fall in the catthetic'-evaluattive spheres.

III

Every individual laas a multitude Qf needsamd desires,
that he seeks to full'fll.

In that he strives ,to fulfill

his needs, we may call him

goal-orient~d.

Groups also have

needs that, to varying degrees, must be fulfilled for the
maintenance of the group.
fUActional necessities.

At the group level we call these
Most of the individual needs can

only Be met througla interaction with other individuals.

To

a large extent, the functions of the group are derived fron
the needs of the individual.

When sone need or function is

not Being net, tension is created.

As Parsons has naintained

in all of his work, the seeking to attain goals is the
source and cause Clf action and dynamics in an
interaction
I
system.
In this pClst-Freudiam era, we cannot say that every
tension is necessarilyconsciClusly perceived by the individual.
He may repress or sublinate the need; he nay attenpt to
,'IIe@-d

'

'

decrease the importance of the/lthrClugh such mechanisms as
"sour-grapes."

The tension exists and will initiate strivings

to overcome it; whether or not the tensions are perceived

-15and corrective mechanisms purposively employed are other
matters.
One of the main cognitive needs of the individual is
what Gestalt psycholog;jrsts refer to as the n:e.ed forclosureo
Man likes to live in an ordered and consistent universe,
even though the order may be me.n-produced.

One of the more

ill!.portant people working in this area is Heider.

As New-

cOlilb states:
His central assulilptiem (solilewhat oversimplified) is thIRt
indi vial;!:!tl has attitudes towllird two objects,
ililbalance exists for hilll if
two objects
-t:""'I"-t:h
(by any of several criteria) while ILis
orientations toward
are opposed-- ~.g •• if
"likes\ one of the two related, objects and "dislik.es"
other.
Newcclilb goes on to state that

!lhYi>othetically~

the strain

of perceived nonconsensus, or discrepancy, serves as an
instigation to co_unication,,-theprocess by whic.h~ ordinl!i.l?'ily
:"<""-'.' .' :~~;'_':~!-~')
.,.-i-:;': :.
;,:'_:
T-.:~',!, c+,,"~'-:',-,··.
consensus is increased. tt2 The instigation ~S predictablei
but whether or not there will be communication is less predictable, according to Newcomb.

The instig,!Ition occurs

because lit is the experience of the indivil'ip:al in the past
that suck instigation has generally decreased the tension;
i.e"

it hIRs led to reward.

Note that this mechanisn

operlRtes 1rlhether or not the tension is consciously perceived.
The tension exists even though the person ?lay not be aware
of it to the extent of being able to verbalize it.
p. 281.
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One of the central hypotheses of this paper is a
nodification of this position of Newconb.

HyQotheticall;r,

the strw,in of discrepancy serves as an. inst:tgation to sone
nechanisn to overceJilae that tension.

There will necessarily

be instigation ,of co_unieation only on those elenents on
whi.ch consensus is necessary for the functions of that

particuls.r interaction.
Tension and inconsistency can occur in anyone of the
three systens, personality, cultural, and social, and between
then.

It should be noted that there is a strong relation

between tension and lack of integration.

Lack of integration

prevents closure; lack of integration prevents the fulfilling
of the functions.
One exanple of tension resulting fron lack of integration between systens is anonie or nornliitive inc()nsistency
as developed by Merton. l There is Iii leliikage of niddle and
upper class goals into the lower classes, while the social
system. does not allow the achievement of them by all members
of the SOCiety, if they folloW toe societal norns.

Here is

one example of where too great a consensus by too many persons may leaa to tension.

The anomie thus arises because

the culture and social structure are not well integratea.
The "affluent anomie" of I1erton is closely rel ...ted
to the source of anomie as developea by Durkheim in his
lRobert K.Merton, Social Theory ana Social Structure,
revised and enlar~ed editi.on, (Glencoe,-rlle! The Free Press,
1957), pp. 131-194.

-17classic and awe-inspiring .ono~raph on suicide. l

One need

of .an is to have 60.e sure sense of his place in society.
Under

no~al

conditions each person is in s hierarohy of

funo.tions whose distribution he knows and dee.s just--at
least he knows his and adjacent positions in it.
society or the

individ~al

When either

is disturbed by crisis, beneficiency,

or other relatively rapid change, the individual loses this
support.

Again, normlessness oecurs because the old Ci11-

tural system is no longer integrated with the new social
syatem and/or the individualts position in it.

There are several inherent, built-in sources of conflict and dissensus in any social system.

Since sooial

syste.s can be and are integrated, these sources of conflict
negate the assumption of consensus of the postulating of
consensus as the one necessary source of integration.

Let

us look at some·"f these.
Willians cit.Els so.e statistics that well demonstrate
the co.plexity of evenele.entary social acts and relationshi!,s:
Any si.ple unit can cOllilbine with other si.ple units to
generate great cOlll.plexity, e.g., ele.ent~ry unit-to-unit
relations i.ncrease with increases in thenunber of units,
N(l'!::l). The nunber of relationships between two people
2

js--olle; the n1ilmoer of one-to-one relationships in a
:·d:_ily of five persons is 10; in iii. grou]l of 50 persons
lEmile Durkheim. Suicide: ! Study in SOCiology, translated by John A. Spaulding and George Sinpson, (Glencoe, Ill.:
The Free Press, 1951). pp. 246-254.
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there care already 1,225 relationships. We need go no
farther just now.
Here are other exam.ples. The possibilities for ]annan
diversity care suggested by Dunn and Dcibzhansky's esti.lIls.te
thGl.t the nnnber of theoretically possible
cOlllbinations
am.ong
beings 1.8 approximately of the same order as
that of the totlll.l nUlIiber of electrons and
the
known nniverse. Wallace's analysis of nni.que
maps indi.cates that a bridge four-some may .,..,,"n·I'·C"
over a
unique cOllibination8
even a very silliple
and
set of cogni
expectations. Robert Dubi.n
has calculated that the
of action caulpht
Parson I s
of sooi<ll.l acts ,in terms
of Itpl:l.ttern-v[~ria.bles" end ma.jor kinds of objects
Bodes of
to these objects) give us 1024
basic
of acting.
in ~y interaction,
each of the two
use
these
, a:ny
create
,1024Xl024) distinctive
of interaction.
cejunct operation
genes, cognitive .aps, social
acts, and gTOUp relationships--not to nenti.on other factors
--en,'i.dentl;y generates substantial potential varj.s,tion
di versi ty
hnnan society. It is indeed dI'astic
license
we ever permit ours
to
of "silitple1societ:j.es" or, save the mark,
peoJillel3. "
.
Goode also presents a list of empirical facts that
indicate the

p~ucity

of merely

Ii

theory of consensus:

.SoBe individuals do not accept even supposedly central values of the society.
2.
viduals !lIf~ in their emotional co_i tment to
ill!portant
. in]?0rtant values.
3.
value
'Varies. "by class strata, &nd
by other chcaracteristics of social position •••
4. Even when indi vidu;als accept & g:Lven value. SOM.e
of
Iii. strong or weak "latent co~~itlllent"
very different or contradictory values.
5. • •• There lI!ay be v!3.lue cOJilJldtment vlithout conformity
or conforll!ity without value co_itment.
6. wl1en iucti viduals' social ]1>osi tions ch;;;nge, they may
change beth their behavior and l;he±r v!i!.lue orientations.
7. The values, ideals, and role obl:Lgat~ons of every
individual are at times in conflict.
1.

l'LT";:.",;: .............

V'f..L..1..J....Leuac,

tf",..
. . . s~~s"s ~~d
vu.u. v..u. '"'
~

T"n+:aO"r_+:';
t"1-m
tt on-n
"'"-v--.,"" ........... ,
J:.t''"

.....""............ 13

13_1"._

2William J.Goode, "A Theory of Role Strain," AlIIerican
Sociologic&l Review, 25 (August ~ 1960), p. 484.

-19We can anlyze such facts by seeing
11ft

r'

i

~~/of

the causes

various levels in the social system: thepersonaJ.i ty

systems, the interaction and role systems, and sUb-groups.
First, as Wrong has so well pointed out, we t.end to have an'.
"oversacialized" view of man. l "I think we must start with
&
the re<V'gnitian
that in the beginning there is the [>Cldy. "2

Man is

iii

social animal, but he has not been campletely

socialized.
asocial.

He still has drives and instincts that can be

We have forgotten about the existence ot'

and its conflict with the internalized norms.

the "id"

"Tendencies

to deviant behavior are not seen as dialectically related
to conformity.

The presence in man of motivational forces

bucking against the hold social diSCipline has over him is
denied.,,3

Sociological theory 'laeg1ects both the angel and

the devil in the iladividual. "It neglects the other half of
the model of human nature presupposed by current theQry: moral
man, guided by his built-in superego and beckoning ego ideal."
It also overlooks the "desire for material and sensual
satisfactiola" and the quest for power in erder to apese
olae's own laormativedefinition ofreality.4

Inke1es also

1Dennis H. Yreng, "The Oversocia1ized Conception of
Man ila Modern Sociology," Allierican Sociological ReView,
26 (ApriL, 1961), pp. 183-192.
2Ibid., p. 191.
3~., pp. 187-88.
4Ibid., pp. 190-91.
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calls for a greater awareness of the personality variable
in gr-aup behavior and. dJ11lDies. l In. the quote from Willians
WIll

saw the great inherited. diversity bet-ween individ-aals.
At the secomd, or interaction, level there iil.re also

several sources of strain.

Each persom in a complex society

plays several differemt roles and holds several different
ll'ositioms.

Goode, after an analisis of a role system, COliles

to the conclusion that, for the individual, role strain is
nomal. 2

(1) Role demanas are required at specific tililes

and places.

"Virtually mo role <ienan<i is such a spont<m.eous

Jllleasure that confomity ..lith it is always autematic. n Row
often <ices a piil.rent remain overjoyed about having to get ip
in the middle of the night te feed the baby?
divid~al

is in many different role relations, often at the

sane time.

O)II];ach role relationship del!i.ands several

activities orrespenses."
quite contradictory" noms.
bined in

(2) Each in-

role~.

There are inconsistent, but "not
(4) Role relations are com-

"In gemeral, the individual's to·tal

role obligations axe ovardamruad.ing. rt

There just isn' t

enougla tlm€> in one day to do everything I'. suppol1led to do!
Goode is oomcerned "lith the strain on the individual, but
it should also be pointed out that each role position views
1 Alex Inkeles, "Persons.li ty and 80ci,,_1 Structure,"

:roda;y: Problens and Prospects. ed.i ted by Robe;!?]; K.
t1erton, 5teonard Broom, ruad-r;;onard S:Cottrell, Jr., (New
York: Basic Books, Inc., 1959), pp. 249-276.
2Goode, qp.cit., p. 485. The rest of the quotes in
this paragraph are taken fron the sane page.
SOOi010

-21society and the environment from a different perspective.
Each person sees society from various angles and no two
persons see it in the same way.

Can we wonder then that

there is at times a lack of cognitive consensus?
Also at the interaction level and related to role
q

conflict is the phenomenon of multiple references groups, each
with its own expectations and demamds.
have legitimate authority and power.

At times they all
Angell gives the

examples of the family life of a young executive being
hurt by the delil.anlis of his corporate boss and of the farm
family putting demands on a child to do his chores to the
point that his school work is hindered.

"Here the assertion

of power in OE.e area E.akes ililpossible satisfactory participation in another.

Any cOlilplex society is bound to show

imbalances of this kind. ,,1
Third, at the cOmlilunity and society level, we are
faced with a myriad of SUD-groups.

This is especially true

in a "melting pot" imliligrant country such as the UE.ited
States.

Williams preseE.ts a fairly accurate iE.veE.tory of
these groups iE. the UE.ited States: 2 (1) We have six or

seven regional or local sub-cultures.

(2) There is the

urban-rural cuntinuum of differentiation.

(3) There are

"lines of differentiation of interests and values associated
lAngell, op_cit., po 100.
2WilliaJlls, "Unity and. Di versi ty.

0 .;'

1']). 2-3.

-22with econoni~and power positions, st&tus-rankings, and
specific occupational subcultures. ,,1 . (4) We have national
and ethnic differences; there

cultural assiMilation

CaJl

without full social incorporation.

(5) There is the large

and cOl!!plex diversity of organized religion.

(6) We have so-

called racial groupings, which 1il.re not necessarily groups Jaor
even collectivities.

"They 'exist t (mly if, and precisely

to the exteJat that, they are treated as real." 2

Willians

summarizes by saying:
grid of
di vitled;

we

a.ffiliati.on or

We
con-

?

If perception
positioJa, can we Jaot expect even greater disagreeneJat and
~'-..

eonflict betw.eeJa sub-groups because of the lini ted perspecti vo
and biases of each?

Various sub-groups will have different

anoUJats and seeuraey of pereeption of reality both withiJa
the society and between the society and the rest of the
world.

As Angell states:

-23Moral consensus arises frolll sinila.rity of experience,
e.i ther first-hlil.lld or cOllimunicated. In modern societies
the opportunities for different Bocio-ccono.ia groups to
the sane experiences are very
• so that most
inco1!!.patibili ties
by social differ€ll1tiation
cured by OJ. symbolic sharing of
•
it is that only those in t.he sane coununication networks
(; . .hli.velil.uch hope of seeing i~sues alike"'-and even then
they do
do so.
'Newoolllb with considerable cogency suggests that the
very need for and existence of consensusanong sub.,..groups
. create and lIIaintain inconplete coununication between groups.
The individual needs the support of'S; group not filled with
dissensus and inconsistency.

However, as we have s.een,

such.a group is virtually inpossible at the society-wide
level.

"The one way in which it is possible for a population

to satisfy both the individual-autistic den.ands and. .the
denands o£ social reality is to sort itsel£ into subgroups
which are in fact characterized. b~ this kind o£ consensus. 2
Such splitting into sub-groups is heightened by "the circular
tendency to exaggerate existing consensus with persons
toward whon attraction is strongly positive, and to increase
attraction when perception is perceived to increase; and the
CGllI.verse ten4ency for under.estination of consensus and de...
clining attraction to procede together.,,3
Finally~

the division into sub-groups is directly

related to the individual need for supportive groups an<il.
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ego support and the social fact of class and opportunity
hierarchies.
Wi th regard to nonpersoli objects, it would be possible,
of course, to develop consensus on the part of the entire
populli/t1on with no sub-group differenthltion. (As we
have seen this is a highly questionable assertion but
not
whli.t fol10>'is.) . But with regard, to conthemselves, this
becones
n:!'!likely as population
progressi.Tely
One of the ba3ic reasons
this
time to deve~op here) is that consensus
t;henselves (HUll
achieved
by naking
fferentiat
at all (an unlikely
or by
agreenent 011:: the Jilel!!.bers who are ranked
should in fact be
lCI\'fest-a.lso
differentiation snong other aiIl.
of'
in
can participate in consensus about

We stated above that "h;y]>othetically, the strain of
discrepancy serves as an instigation to some mechanisll!' to
overcome that tension."

We indicated that consensus

ms

only one of several mechanisms, which both are instigated
and are built mnto the systeJil to prevent tension.

While

we cannot here provide a complete list, nor is that our
chief purpose, let us enUJllerate SOJile of' them that have
been

obse~ed

by various SOCiologists.

First. Newcomb1s argument that has just been presented
can be advanced a little farther into an argument for one
integrative function of conflict.

As several Ilolitical

theorists have pointed out, a society that is split into two

-25well-delineated opposing camps is not a tenable society.
There m.ust be cross-cutting membership and allegiamce.

In

the same way. stability is aided by several criss-crossing
conflicts that prevent the lining up iil.to two hostile,
"consensus-ridden" amd sharply <iivided camps.l
an eXaE.ple of Edward AlswODth.

Goser quotes

A body of water with two

opposing sources of waves (disturbance) may become quite
turbulent when the crests of the wavers coincide.

However,

the greater the number of sO'\ll:'ces, the greater the possibility
that the crests and troughs will cancel each other out.
"The interdependence of conflicting groups and the multiplicity
of noncumUlative conflicts provide one, thtugh not, of
course, the only che.ck against basic consensual breakdown
in an open society.n 2
Goode was queted abglve as indicating several sources
ft
'
of role strain. He a~so indicates various means of reducing
y
3
these strains.
The actor may cORpaDtmentalize his role
obligations; he may delegate them, although the extent of
delegation is controlled by the societal hierarchy of values;
he may eliminate certain role relationships; he may extend
certain role obligations as an excuse not to meet other
demands or as

Ii

way to facilitate the meeting of other

<iemands; or he may set up barriers against intrusion,i. eo,
lLewis A. Goser, The Funetions of Social Conflict,
(Glencoe, 111.: The Free Press, 1956), pp. 76-81.
2Thu., p. 79.

3~oo\ie. o)!.cit., pp. 486-88.

insulate his activities fro. the view of others.

Goode

points out that there are li.its to the indefinite extension
of the number of role relationshipso

"After a possible

initial reduction, role strain begins to increase .ore
rapidly with a larger number of roles than do the corresponding role rewards or counter-payments fro. altero"l
Rose Coserts concept of insulation from observability closely
parallels Goode's conception of barriers.

As an extension

of l"Ierton.she points out that different people expect
different types of conformity (attitudinal, behavioral,and
doctrinal).

As a result, a person .ay reveal different as-

pects and expressions of role fulfillment to various people
and conc.eal others. 2 "These differences in types of expected conformity ma.ke it possible for the status-occupant
to maintain his reserve and to re.ain reasonably stable in
the face of contradictory expectations. ,,3
P~other

sphere of .echanisms, perhaps the most i.-

portllIlt in a co.plex SOCiety, is that variously referred
to as cooperation. 4 symbiosis or the relation of interdej"· t:c<:
pendence 5 and organic solidarity through devision of labor. 6
IGoode, op.cit., T'I). 487.
2Rose Coser, "Insulation from Observability and TY-iles
of Social Conformity," herican Sociological Review, 26
(Februlll..ry, 1961), ]lp. 29-330
7<

-'ill!! ••

p.

30.

41iorowitz, op.cit •• PJ 187.
5Edward Gross; "SymbiosiS and Consensus &.8 Integrative
Factors in SJlJ.all Groups," herican Sociologica.l Review,
21 (April, 1956), pp. 174-79.
.
.
~ile Durkheim, The Devisio<u 2£ Labor in Socie~;!.
translated by George Simpson, (Glencoe, IlL: The F:eee Press,
1933), 70-229.

Perhaps the simplest form of solidarity through cooperation is

th~lt

of a group unified because the member

units all are in opposition to a co_on op:ponent.
Si_el and Coser point to the unifying power of
to an oFPonent.

Both

anta~onism

First, Si_el points out:

Discord, in fact, perhaps even more stringently than
harmony, forceB the group to "pull itself together."
In genera • co_on e_ity is one of the l!&ost powerful
:motivating Ii nUJ\ll.ber of imli vi<:'tualB or
T:ni S co_on eIll'li ty
adversl!!.ry is at the s_e
Second, Coser goes on to delineate so:me of the results of
such antagonism.
a co_on
"''''''''''.

It

distinc"c

a binding
forl!!.8I.tion

"'.L""'''', or,

instrWllenta1
• The
in~Ii '"io.u&1 s represents

lil

aBBociations
"llltinil!!UiI ff

As societies grow in size and complexity, it becomes
~ore

and more impossible for any one individual to meet

all of his own needs.

Further, as societies be.come more

complex and industrialized with higher standards of living,
the felt needs and il.esires of the members also increase in
nUll!.ber and complexity.
even exceed it.

Need seems to fit the supply and

At the Sall!.e time, increased complexity

means it is more and more impossible for there to be 8ocietywide consensus and integratiQn through common values.

,

p. 193· •
2Lewis Coser. "The Functions •••• p. 140.

.... S·~mme .....
,

..

~.

.t

~.,

Rather. as Dt:trkheim sh§l1"S .c;the source of integration becomes
the interdependence of

E!.ivision of labor and the fulfill-

ment by members and units of each other's needs.

Each unit

is an entity organically combined into the whole--hence the
term organic solidarity.

Let me quote Durkheim at some

length.
In.sum, since mech13.nical solidarity progressively
becolt1.es enfeebled. life properly social must deorease
or
solidarity must slowly come in to
that
has
The more we
•
the sentilllent
, be S0l4H3 other
this
the d.illision
even where it is most
does not
men with
the same
113.bor, and
, moreover, it;
the
or
,
lIIore
I'r'll"ident that social soliiarity tends. to become exclusively
11I.ore
social

The integration Qf a society through the division of
labor is supported by

sever~l

other factors.

First, since

it is lIlade up of various units, each of which has its 0wn
tas~

to perform, it is often the case that the more clearly

delineated these units are the better.

Turk makes this

point in a study of the working relation between student
doctors and student nurses. 2 There were less iysfUnctional
lDurkheim, The Division of Labor ••• , p. 173.
?
.-Herman i'Ur.lC, "Social Cohesion Throup Variant Values:
Evidence from Medical Role Relations. Tl .llJli.erican SOCiological
Review, 28 (February~ 1963). llP. 28-37.

dispute and disorganization if the doctors and nurses had
different orientations toward the patients.

If it had not

been for these variations in values, there would have
been a great increase in guris.dictional disputes.

Lewis

Coser :makes :much theaa:me point when he states that conflict
helps establish and :maintain group boundaries and identities. l
However, he is probably over-stating the case for on-going,
well-integrated groups.
In order to call a syste:m integrated, one :must be
able to discern the s:mooth structuring and coordination
of the units as well as being able to discern the units.
Willia:ms :mentions the

IL. Coser, The Functions ••• , pp. 33-38.

-26exam;le of the chaos during the time of

disast8rs~

are not enough; common information is not enougho

Common values

Just these can

often lead to a frantic call for aid and ten times as many Dads

as needed appearing.

What is needed is coordination to prevent

duplication of effaTt and- to assure the highest- possible efficiency.l
In almost any system composed of more than the dyad, there is
the need for some recognized and legitimate source of leadership.
Angell, in his discussion of the

~tag8s

in arriving at general con-

sensus, mentions ths n8ed for prestlgeful courts and legislaturss.2
New norms of behavior -usually must be enforced by some agency before
they will be

int8rnBliz~d

my the members of the society.

The bargaining

on the interpersonal level may often reach compromises and solutions
that aTe dysfunctional for the larg8r system un18ss they are checked
by soma third power.

timate source of

If this third perty is racognizeEt.

con~traint~

all_ the

b8tter~

8S

a legi-

Goode notes that "third

pafties interact with an individual and his alter to keep their bargain within isstitutional limits.»3

DahrendorB even sess the con-

straint of some by others as the main glue that holds a society

One of the strengths of the symbiotic relationship is that it
continues to meet the needs of the individual

1

-Williams

j

"Consensus and Integration
pp. 215-219.

3

Goode, op. cit., p. 483.

m8mbers~

.

~"

pp.

3~·f"
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Williams points out that "Often the most

basis for con-

impDrt~nt

tinuing interaction among individuals and other social units may
not be generalized

co~s8nsus

but rather the fact that each party

to the interaction facilitates the satisfaction of important
naBos of the other .. "

1

The gratitude for the fulfillmemt of neGds

by others is generalized into
syst8m~

fe81i~gs

of

~ratitud8

for the

~ntire

Morton Grodzins has argued that loyalty to a country is

really made up of a persons total satisfaction with life as he has

"
~xp8ri8ncetl it in that countrv.L
system has a gyroscopic nature.

HOW8V8r~

this loyalty to

It doss net depend

~pDn

a continued

guid pro quo exchange nOT upon thE fulfillment of all Deeds--an
impossibility anywav_

Morse writes:

The identity (or integrity) of a system of aC~10n is embodied in
the sense" of solidarity that binds its members together, that
giVES· them a sense of collective belonging, of mutual interdependenc8 1 so that thBy do not require an explicit guid for every
~ but are prepared to accept c diffuse assurance of the general
-,
benefits of membership and to make their contributions accordinglYh~
Simmal makes a similar point in his discussion of "gratitudse"
Gratitude, as it ware, is the moral memory of mankind~ In this
respect~ it differs from faithfulness by. being more practical
and impulsive: 01 though it may remain ,. of .course, something
purely internal, it may yet engender new actions~ It is an ideal
bridge which the soul comes across again and a~ain1 so to Sp8Bk~
and which, upon provocations too slight to thrDW 8 new bridge to
4
the other p8rson~ it uses to come closer to hima

1""1'
,
"Consensus and Integration
illl l.lamS
f

op ~ ci t e, pp ~
7

s

11

jJ

a
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~Ch8nd18r Morse, "The Functional Imp8rative~n The Social Theo~ies
of Talcott Parsons: A Critical Ex~minationJ edited by Max Black,
(Englewood Cliffs, ru.J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc.~ 1961), p. 118
,
~Simmel~ op.cit., p. 388.

-28As mentioned
a consistent

b8for8~

Even though mechanisms other than consensus

wcrld~

support integration

an individual has a desire to live in

j

there is consensus.

the individual still prefers

8

system in which

For one thing t the appearance of agreement 008S

not place in question his own views@

However, as we have also sEen,

the possibility for such consensus on any wide scale is·slight.
The broader and more indefinite the values, the greater tHe possibility of wide acceptanca.

As Angell states:

ihe common values of a society are likely to be intangibles such
as democracy and humanitarianism~ It is in terms of them that
responsible courses of action are justified~ Societal members
do not so much envision specific future 8vents to work toward,
1
as attributes of the good life as they sea it.
Political parties base their pleBS upon such general values.
must have SOCiety-wide support for their candidates.
and strong stands tend to elienate

80me

Too specific

necessary voters.

indefiniteness of these values is functional.

~e

TheV

The very

should be thankful

that we can often complain, "But they just donlt mean anvthing!!!
They can mean something different for aach p~rson without bringing
to the surface all the various underlying disagreements.

In a mass

society there is great value in the "hollow, ringing phrasee"
U[1bmmon values, whether sacred or

s8cular~

aTe strengthened

by processes of symbolization, through ritual, myth or fdlklorB,
and hercic figures. ,,2

The concrete and personal quality of symbols

and heroes strengths the group

IAn g8~'1 ,

op~clt.

2 Ibid ., p. 26

, p. 18.

IS

uni ty..

At the same time, thB fact

-29that they arB ,sympols rather than 8xplici t statements allows for

individual interpretation*
with its

ritual~

The group can quickly become identified

Attack the ritual symbol used in a church andl!all

hell will breek looss," evsn though the majority of membsrs probably
do not know the official significance of the ritual or the symbol.
The final mechanism that I would like to mention in this
brief survey is the "norm of

r8ciprocity~"

Gou1dner has written

an excellsnt exploratory paper into what may vsry well bs a major
aspect of sociel relations.

I can only hit a few of the relevant

highlights and would refer the reader to his article.

l

Gouldner

posiLS that the norm cf receprocity is universal but not un conditional.

Whtle it is found in eV8ry SOCiety, its exact nature and

strength depends path upon the status of the persons interacting
and upon the culture of the society.
Specifically, I SUg~8st that a norm of reciprocitY1 in its universal form, makes two interrelated, minimal demands: (1) people
should help those who have helped ~h8m, and (2) people should not
injure those who have helped them.~ _

If one wants to be helped by others, one has to support the norm of
reciprocity by helping others&

Further, until Doe is repaid, it is

not very strategic to harm the person in debt.
motivation help support the norm.

In both ways egoistic

Outstanding obligations contribute

as much or more to stability as do those obligations already met~
Ones interaction is seen as taking place over

tim8~

we may note

lAlvin ill. Gouldner$ "The Norm of Reciprocity: P. Preliminary

statement,!! American Sociological Review, 25
p" 171"

(April~

1960)~

pp. 161-178.

-30-

that the norm of r8ciprocl~Y so structures social re12tions that,
between the time of Ego(s provision of a gratification and
time of Alter's repayment, falls the shadow of inC\ebt8dn8ss~

tre

Gouldner suggests that since indebtedness leads to
a rewarding situation

j

stabilit~~

we should expect to find mechanisms that

induce people to remain in debt or at least to confuse when repavHlent has been made..

(Anyone familiar with the operation of loans

and buying on credit in our society can quite Basily agree with
Gouldnero)

instanc8~

For

since everyone is in a vast net of

interactions, each of which at some time or another includes
.Lndebtedness, a network or c['oss obligations is set up that is very

hard to unravel.

Also, society provides no measure of whEln e debt

of a noneconomic natufe is repaid.

Because of differences in situation,

difference in status between ego and alter,

8tC~

there can only be

a rough equivalence between two acts.

Over time there is considerable

ambiguity concerning who is in debt to

whom~-

Simm81~

"

in certain sections of his discussion of gratitu je

makes many of the same points.

He observes that indsbtedness is

often creeted by the presence of another person rather than by any
specific act.

We are grateful because the other person exists and

we experience him&3 Simmel also points out that in one respect it is
never possible to repay a debte
Once we have received something good from another psrson, once

lIbid., p .. 174.
2 Th
'd s, p. 175.
J.L..1.

38'3.

-31he has preceded us with his action [nvorgaleintet!t], we no
longer can make up fur it completely, no matter how much our own/"
return gift or servicL msV obj8ctivelv or legLlly SUrrJ8SS his
owno Ths reason is that his giftJ because it was first~ has a
voluntary character which:.no.'return--gift can have. For, to return
the beneri t we are obliged ethi£:811 y; We" operate under a coercion
which, th9u9h naither 80cial nor legal but, moral, is still a
coercion ..
~

Because of the indeterminancy of the norm of reciprocity,.
it can step into many interaction situations in which theTe are few
prescribed role rights and obligations.

Also, it is a second line

of defanse in those situations where there are norms accepted bV
well-socialized actors.

In this case, repayment is not only a

role obligation but also a norm, a correct action, in

2Fld

of i tSBlf

D

JIThe norm in this respect, is a kind of plastic filler, capable of
being poured into the shifting crevices of social structures, and
serving as a kind of all-purpose moral

?

cement~n-

The indefiniteness and continuation of indebtedness also looms

large for Simms1.
This irredeemable nature of gratitude shows it 8S a bond between
men which is as subtle as it is firm. Every human rel~tionship
of any duration produces a thousand occasions for it} and even
the most ephemeral ones do not allow their increment to the reciprocal Obligation to be lost. In fortunate cases, but sometimes
even in cases ab~ndantly provided with counter-instances, the
sum of these increments produces an atmosphere of generalized
obligation (the saying that one is "obliged" [1!verbundenll] to
somebody who has earned our thanks is quite apt)~ which can be
redeemed by no accomplishments whatever. This atmosphere of
obligatioh belongs 6mong those nmicroscopic~ft but infinitely
tOUgh1 threads which tie one element of society to 8nothar~ and
~
thus eventually all of them toghether in a stable collective life~J

2~Olill.~.n",pr,
~~ .. -~+
'-'
;_'t;.J
"-"_~

~

L":;"t.,,~)

p .. 175 ~

=32Earlier we said that, when there is

tension~

"there will

nSC2S-

sarily be instigation of communication D91y on those elements on which
consensus is necessary for the functions of that particular interaction."

Just what are theBe?

It is interesting to note that

almost every writer in the field, no matter how much conflict he
recognizes a need for a Ilcore culture ff on which there is

likes~

relative

conB8nsus~

Note for example the following range of quotes

j

ordered roughly by degree of consensus in their orientations*
Fil'st~

Angell:

'![Moral integration] merely assumes that whatever conflict there
is goes forward in terms of well-d8fi~8d rulss that the parties
to the conflicts acc8pt~1
-Williams!

Given some minimal consensus andint8rd8pendence~ the modern nation
is enabled to function 88 a systsm--to the extent it doas--by the
vast network of communication and organizatiog, so familiar and
so essential and so little to be taken for granted in sociological
study.2 (italics not in original)
Lewis Coser:
Conflicts arising within the same consensual framework are likely
to have a very different impact upon the

r~lationship

than those

which put the basic consensus in qU8stion~~
And Horowitz: Conflict,

8S

well as consensus, operates within a

social structure, "within the system of mutually Established laws,
and valu8s",,,4

norms~

1
4.

Arlgell

~

nJ::'

01 •

2Williams, "Unity and Diversity

3

L ..

r,..,

__

LoUsCr~

"-'Horowitz,

The Functions ..
op.cit~~

p. 184.

~

~~

~.n p~
p. 73 ..

7&
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hlhat constitutes this "core culture"?

First~

I would definitely

include the norm of reciprocity as a necessary naIl-purpose moral
cement.!1

Beyond

this~

the one necessary item of cohssnsus that

all writers recognize is consensus on the rules and norms of
procedure and interaction.
[isJ
the dominant national pattern/of fluid and overlapping allegiances
and competing ITlsmberships and interests out of which emerge political decisions within a framework of agreement on proc8dur8~
The depth and significance of proceduEal agreement is not obvious
in the ordered routine of those situations which aTe taken for
granted, but is sharply brought out when it is leckingol
Psople can do things for different reasons, hidden and statsd, without
greatly disrupting the system, as long as they agree on how they
should and do go about their normal interactions.
time in which one, as a general rule,

dOBS

Probably the only

not want the other to

,mow what to expect from him is whan they are in open conflict or
battle with each trying to defeat the

oth8r~

How8v8r~

Bven in warfare

theTe have been up to now,at least, rules of the gams 1 e.g., the
of Wi-ii te

the Geneva

Tr8ati~s,

USB

In fact, if it weren I t

for some agreement on procedure, one would not known when the other
were Defeated

8XCBwt

bV complete annihilation of the other.

In

other words, daily interaction depends upon the possibility of the
majority of times being able to predict and interpret the behavior
of other individualsG
shall

pr~s8nt

some

In the concluding section of this paper we

qualifications~

Again, a quote from-Williams

sill serV8 to summarize the importance of consensus on norms of

1.Wl~~16ms,
-.1 . . .
llUnity and Diversity . . . In p. 7.

-34behavior:
The social structures of modern urban societies ~r8 possible
only by the articulation of congruent 8xpect~tions in the
interactions of diversely motivutE~~ actortl, organized into.
linkages among a very large number of divE!I'Se s~b8ystems~
During the past six months as a huusehold8r, citi28n~ father~
and so on, I have paid taxes, bought goods, s8cur8d licBsnses J
bated, petitioned, taught, bsen tuufht 1 cunsulted been consulted--in relations with num~rous individuals about whom I
know little, and with whom in many CaSas probably share very
little. For most of these interactions, it is encugh if we
know enough to synchronize actions in time and space, and to
perform specific acts upon proper signals. But it is cD~cial
that the coordination ilises take plac8e 1
j

In every in,teraction there are certain basic assumptions of
a bread nature which

arB

V8~

the

which allow it to continuE.
COrlsensus~

8n thBsE core valuBs there must be

Questioning of them brings into question the very

existence of the

2

Such questioning usually brings

int8raction~

imi,-,ediate, blind rejection,

points out.

basis of the in'teractioriand

Weber I s ethic of ul timate demands

a8

For example, essential to an academic community is

the value of truth and the necessity of never falsif':Fing information

~

There can never be any discussion of whether or not one should
create false I1factsf! to support an argument..

Similarly, todav

in labor-management disputes there is a basic assumption of the
value of collective bargaining

o

~08

be to the goverhment official

who suggests that government intervention would be more efficient:
the coalition of labor and,

m.at/'~·g~.mBnt

is a tough opponent!

Before

two people can argue over· the pqssession of a tract of land, there

must be agreement on the existence and inherent good of property
rights$
to

Basic to any demooratid process is the right of the

~revail.

~ajority

This is one aspect of structure that can never be voted

"Consensus and Integration .
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p. 35 ..

-35out of existence and the system as a whole still remain&
in international relations such basics exist.

fare.

The

u~Si

Even
and the

If they did not, there would be little to prevent the

negotiations from coming to a quite fiery end.
centrality

~f

An idea of the

the issue can be seen by the horror of both at the

nuclear threatening of the People's Republic of Chine.
Another essential of an integrated system is agreemant on
the legitimacy of that system.

Without the acceptence by the

vast majori ty? that generalized allegiance r"10I'S8 mentions could

not

8xist~

We would be faced with a situation in wfuich the system

was supported only to the extent that for every guo there was an
equal or greater guid. One of the mein di fficul ties standing in
the way of the formation of an integrated nation is such countries
as Nigeria and the Congo is that the people have not

~8t

recognized

it es a legitimate structure.
Closely related to the need to accept the legitimacy of the
s'Ystem is the need to accept the 18g1 timacy of 6uthori ty in any
system above th8 very small groupe

This point was previously

developed in our discussion of the mechanisms of integration.

Beyond this core cuI ture, the amount and type of COrlsensus
on what will be determined by the nature of the interaction, the

,
\

~unctions

it is meeting, the esthetic and evaluative relation between

the 8ctGrS ~ the environmental situation, 2nd t!'iB duration and 8xten-

siveness of the interaction.

In the naxt section I shall propose

an outline or skeleton for theory and research and try to provide

-35soma flesh for some sections of

IV
Talcott Parsons has been the most influential sociologist in
the formation of
1

actiono·

8

systematic typology of the functions of an inter-

While I am indebted to his writing and to Morse discussion

of it,2

I am not necessarily following exactly Parsons' ide8s--

or rather what I think they

ar8~

A.ll interactional system has both an inside and an Gutside

The system must Tel ate to the outside world.
to it in order to 8xisto

~

First, it must adapt

Second, the system exists to a great

extent in order to meet the needs of the individuals and units
within it&
the

~oals

It must relate to the outside world in order to achieve
set forth by the members.

In addition, as an entity in

itself the system also has certain goals that it must meet.

80th

the adaptation to the environment and the interaction with the
environment to meet Dr attain goals can be termed instrumental
functions of the system.
The system must also concern itself with its internal order.
The conditions inside are as import5nt to the continuation Dr
dissolution of the system as whether or net it can meet its instrumental functions.

Whether or not the units of the system operate

smoothly is the problem of
paper.

intBgration~

But before the units can be

of the system and remain members.

1

~P8rson

the central subject of this

int8gr3t8d~

they must b8 members

The members must be kept

s 1 The Soci21 Sys tem, pp ~

24~112 ~

relativ81y~

-37satisfied with being members.
the needs of the individual,

Part of this comas from fulfilling
i.8.~

success in goal attainment.

But also the member must be psychologically supported by the
other mambBrsQ

The problem is one of the individual and of the

various small group units within a larger system (since great
emotional dissatisfaction by members of a small group is
to destroy the affective bonds of the unit)o

l~kelv

However, since the

larger system depends upon the membership of the

individuBl~

individual problems are also problems for the system.

these

Parsons

terms these activities suppor-ting the individual as"expI'Bssiv8 e!!

Wi thin the expressive category ~ there are two main functions that

must be met: pattern-maintenance and tension
(

ma~ag8ment~

The problem of pattern maintenance is essentially that faced by
an actor in reconciling the various norms and demands imposed by
his participation in any particular social system with those of
other systems in which he also participates, or with the more
general norms of the broader culture . . . . Tension management
is defined as the problem of maintaining within the unit a level
of motivational commitment sufficient for required role perforl"nanC85.
The notion here is that thers are continuous changes of
state within the units, with rise add fall of tension, and unless
suitable measures are tak8n~ thsse changes may potentially serve
as instigation to deviance from the patterns established for the
system .. 1
Out of the study of roles has come the concept of role segrnefl t

A person lives a segmented life, playing various roles»
various aspects of his personality in various rolesQ
not appear the same to a patient and his wife, for

He reveals

A doctor will

examplB~

The

mOTe of himself he commits to a particular role relationship, the

1

Devereux y op.cit., p. 57

2Nea1 Gross, ward SH Mason, and Alexander W& McEachern,
Exp 1 orotions in Role Analysis: Studies of the School Superintendency
Role, cr~8w York: John 'J.liley g Sons, Inc., 1958), pp. 4B-69'~

~

2

ty--morF emotiondlly involved in that relationship he is and the

mora cOflcerned he is about the personality and nature of the other
Those groups in which there is high emotional involvement

p8rson~

and affectivity are those groups which can fulfill the expressive
functions for the individual.

The size of the. group d08s not

necessarily correlate with the amount of
sect may consist of several

m8ffib8rs~

A religious

involvement~

each with much involvement;

The interaction system between the tourist and .the farmer at
a road-side stano 7 on the other hand, only involves tulO individuals

and \jet little irilvolvament ..

The question of wh3t sort of group,

what functions does it

is more

be

admitt~d

me8t~

im~ortant

than size.

i~8e,

It must

in the same breath, however, than generally expressive

groups will be of a faily small sizB and s with few

exc8ptions~

the

larger the group is, the less well it can fulfill the expressive
fune tion

c

A starting point for ths davalopmant of our skeleton is ons
suggested by

1

Newcomb 8xtends Heider's views into the

N8wcomb~-

qui te standard A-8-X ff formul a ~ 11

cation about object X.

A and 8, two actors, aTe in commun i-

The object may b8 an actual object, another

person, a value, conceptt opinion,
as belonging together,

i~8

symbol~

etCe

A views B and X

.. , A nco-orients to 8 and X..

B views

A and X as belonging together, i&8&, B co-orients to A and X.

If

there is a discrepancy between A's orientation (cognitive, eathetic:
or evaluative) and Als perception of SIS

will

aris8~

ori~ntation

to X, tension

The important addition of Newcomb is the observation

that there are three variables that determine the degreE of tension:

1

-N8wcomb 1

op~cit.~

p. 281.

-391. The strength of the attraction between A and B.
2. The degree of importance of X, tEL''A or,

B.

3. The degree of joint relevance of X to A and B, of the
degree of importance to A and B.

1

I would add a fourth:
4. The degree of importan ce of X to the rel ation betwEen A and B.

Keeping in mind these four variables, let us mOVE on to a
further extension of the soheme: one proposed by williams, with

the basio idea coming from John

~lacGregor.

2

First, he points out

the thrae areas of possible oonsensus between 'A and B concerning

X.
I. Orientations to any object T X--when X is something ott1er

than the direct "ffective response of person B to per[;on 'A:
[A].Cognitiv~

similarity or dissimilarity (perception! con-

ceptionu of existential character of the object).
[8] ~ Aff ,,~CtiV8 similari tv or dissimilari tv (posi tiV8 Dr negative
emu Lionel dtti tudes of varying kinds and in tensi ties) ..
[e]. Fv"luativc similari t~' or dissimilari ty (judgements

[~J

of the deslrability of the ob.ject, made on the basis of
some generalized standards).~

See section II of this paper for my own slight modifications of
these three

tG X

~h8n

cat8gori8s~

Also, the

saffiS

three variables can relate

X is the affective response of person B to person

A~

This I shall deal with in III 8 belowe
Williams goes on to examine various types of X which 8 is
instrumental to A in achieving.

pp. 2B2f.
2',1"1.
tlJl llams,
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-40lIe Orientations of A to 8 in terms of B's instrumentality in
helping A to attain vulusd states--when the valued states
are something other t~iun the direct affective response of
person B to person A&
[AJ.8 helps A to attain generalized means to goals, e.g.,
money, pOW8I'~
[B] 8 helps A to attain valued affective responses from third
parties, e8g.~ approval from the boss, affection from a
spouse, esteem from professional colleaguese 1
One of the questions we will be dealing wi th below is which of

I A,B, and C is of importance in II A and 8.
Finally, Williams turns to the affective response of A and
B to each other.

III. Orientations of A sbd 8 directly to the valued affective
responses of the other.

[AJ .Expressive aspecte of I[A,B, C] and II eA and BJ--any of
these taken uu "symbolic of Ale basic attitude toward
B, or vice V8rsa~
[B].Direct expressions of affect of A toward 8 (and B

to~ard

A).

1. Symetrical, e.g.
e. Love-love
b. §st8sm-8st8sm

c. Approval-approval
d~

Responsiveness-receptiveness and ViC8 versa.

2. Non-symetrical: any combination not wanted by either
party.2
In III A it does not psrticulerly matter whether or not B is instrumental to FI, although different variables may enter in.

The object

may be anything on which both A and B are oriented, as in I above.
Also, as stated before? important in any analysis of III 8 is the
fact that A and B may be non-symetrical, not just on the aathetic
implied by Williams in III 8

2 I o~
, 'd .

S~

but also on the cognitive and Bvalua-

-1;1-

tiV8 orientation to the affective state.

From this scheme it is possible to de5elop the following

where Xl is the affective relation betw8en A and Band X is any
2
other v21ued state of object, for A.
mental to A in achieving X •
2

8 mayor may not be instru-

If the relationship between A and

B fulfills expressive functions, then the emphasis is upon X., ,and
l

object (in i

ts

"
li~1~8ad
sense defined above) of valu8
j
L/
!

to A or B ~ If 8 is inEd;yuffiental to p, in achiEving X and the
2

relation is illstrumental) then the center of analysis is

X~ ~
(..

Needless to saYJ a relation may be both expressive and instrumental,
-j--

in fact, most ar88

It 18- only foI' analytic pur-posea that we can_

separate them as much as we do.
A complication of this component arises from Newcomb's concept
of joint I'Blevanc8e
~

If X is a d-ssired state for both A and 8 and
2

is instrumental to 8 and vicB versa,

then the following scheme

8vol\18S:

wh8I'e Al
v
and X aTe defined as above ..
2

Finall y ~ in instrulnr:::1 tal relation 1 thsre may ba extraneous

instrumentality Df B In achieving X for A1 but of such ultimate
2
importance to A or B, in

th8'y' may bring

-42this instrumental relation.
of concern as X •

ie shall define this extraneous object

An example of this phenomena might be 011T' issistef1CE

3

in bringing into discussions aimed at preventing
the

U~S.S.R.

is not a democracy.

~ar

the fact that

In this case the diagram would be

I should make some further observations about the nature of
the joint re12vanc8 diagram abov8.

First, X may be of three
2

different natures:
1 .. It mav be something that can only be obtained by P. if it is
SlSD

obtained by

8~

2. It may be something limited
3~

that if A obtains it, 8

80

cannot~

It may be of an over-supply nature se that both A and B may

obtain it, but they both do not have to obtain it in order for ons

of them

to~

(1) is the type that has most often bean studied.

v
Wi thin this category I would place those cases where 1\2

same tier

aa it is for B, but

~

toth must obtain their own X
2

in order for the other to obtain hisv
possibility

Dr

fcrced

s811 his product is

labor~

Ats

;::) not the

i~

For example, igncring the

labor so that

8,ti~his 8mployBr~can

dant upon B paying A his wages: and

Gts

paying A wages is dependent upon A laboring to produce the product.
Most corporate and bureaucratic structures are of this nature.
The first type of joint
b81ow~

re18v~nce

is the one that I will discuss

I would sug;ast that the mechanisms involved in the secol'!d

and third

t'~p8

would be similar to those in the

cas~

where B t s instru-

mentality is not r8ciprocal~ Further, the second type is the t~pa
of interaction perhaps most open to dysfunction~l conflict, subterfuge, and
Keeping this scheme in mind, let us turn to the expressive
violence.
r81Etionships~

those in which the emphasis in upon Xl and X2 may

be any object of concern to A.

Of

coursB~

the diagram works both

ways by 8xchangiing A and B: X may be of concern to B as the
2
starting point of analysis.

Since one of the variables we Bre

interesteD in is the degree of importance of X to A or Band
2
since we are speaking of a continuum, it is merely for convenience
that Dna normally uses the persons for whom

X~
'-

is of greatest

importance as the focus of the anal vsis ..

A group or interaction that meets the expressive functions
must of n?cBssi tv have high affBctivi tv and consensus ~

In ord8r

for a group to overcome the conflicting norms and demands placed
upon a person and achieve

patt81'f1-maintenanC8~

that group must be

in agreement about the norms that it is upholding_

Further,

motivation and commitment Bre supported by the affection and mutual

attraction between individuals.

Thus of the two, expressive and

instrumental, the expressive requires more

conS8nsus~

Edward Gross did a study of the informal groupings among
airmen based on a parmicular site.
an~

1

He discovered both consensual

symbiotic groups. He discovered that the consensual groups

were composed Bf men of like characteristics, especially those related

to adjestment to the Air Force as a whcle and its group goals.
In our terminology, the consensual groups were expressive

1

~Ed_

Gross1

op&citc~

pp~

174-1790.

2

or~8nted.

=44r-iJen find the Air Force and its goals touch morB significant
matters of values and long-range plans~ On th~SE matt8rs~ they

du not seek help--they arB not "gripe" or problem sreDS which
Can be hand18[1 bV going to a buddy"

Instead dissatisfaction

or concern in these areas was handled by individual decision
~ . On these matters, then, men were likely to find congenial
others who had made similar decisions reflecting values similar
to those held by themselves, and these were usually persons of
similar background and personali ty chaI'act8I'istics;ti:F\.~'t·Jlcms81v8s~
ThE neophyte who c~n ,sc~rc81y wai t to conclude ~}~- oU~~Y8aI'.
1
Uhltch" does not flno tne company of the old-soteler p;ongenlal ..
e

I\

'
./

Newcomb's study of the processes of Eiquaintailceship among
initial strangers in tiour college housing units points up the same
relationship between expressive groups and consensus.

2

Although

Newcomb does not provide information for a firm conclusion, it is
probably fairly safe to assume that most friendships developed within
the same hOusing unit (on 6 college campus) would be of an
rather than symbiotic or instrumental nature.

8xpres~~vB

Newcomb measured

three different types,of consensus: (1) about other persons, (2)
about a number of wid-ranging subjects,and (3) about highlV
generalized valuBs.

3

The rssLlts showed that "only pairs of persons

who showed very ghigh preacquaintance agreement were likely to have
very high indices of association and reciprocal preference much
later."

4

This was significant beyond the .Hol lavel.

However, even in expressive relationships, there is evidence
of considerable purposive ignorance and avoidance.

If X is not
2

of great importance to A, while his affedtiv8 relation to B is of

1

-[bid., p. 177.
2

Nawcomb, op.cit., ppo 283-292.

7

-'Ibid ~ ,

pp~

2B5f~

4 Ib lL.!~,
°'"
p. 286.

-45importance and A is aware of the fact that thera may be dissensus
between himself and 8 on X

n

,

. ·,L

he may never broach the subject .

Probably in the vast majority of friendships there are certain subj8CtS that aTe simply never discussed because both parties recognize
the possible existence of dissensus.
Coser points Dut that, since in an expressive relationship
the amount of personal involvement is quite high--a grest deal of
the personality is involved, such relations are more likely to
1

produce both lovE and hate ~ - Another factor is the fact that the

high importance of 8 to A means that 8 is a very '!significant other"
whose judgments, good and bad, are of high importance to A..

If we return to our discussion of the organization of a

system based upon the division of labor, we will remember that
various units fulfill functions for other units.

If one of the

functions that must be filled by an integrated system is the expresSiVB,

then it seems reasonable to posit the possibility that some

highly consensual and affective group may overcome low consensus
and high conflict elsewhere in the systeme

"

this point.famil If.

Goode recognizes the expressive functions of the

The support of the family stays with the individual in

his other

activities~

It is a "secure center" for gaining perspective

on one I s total role complex ~

1

williams makes just

L$ Coser, The Functions

One can relax in the well established

&

~

8, p.

62~

2Williams, "Consensus and Integration

0

• ," pp. 29f.

~46-

1

roles within the famlly.-

Probably most people who find comfort

and support from a loved one that gives them new vigor in their
other roles and duties will recognize the phenomena being described
by Williams and Goode.

It would be good to bear in mind that the expressive

grl~up

is a relative term: thero are groups that meet the function more
fully than

others~

The greater the involvement of the personality,

thi greater the consensus on the greater number of objects, the

greater the fulfilling of the" expressive

Simmsl presents

function~

various points along the rang8 f starting with the less exprBssiv8
and moving to the more expressive: interest

groups~

more end lees complex concli tiona, "acquaintanca,"
friendship and love, and marriaQe.

confidence under

~)[)!!)!!;tl!;(J!;:)!!~¥

2

Thus far we have been speeking of symstrical expressive
and affective relationships.

What of the asymstrical in which there

is high dissensus on the valuation and/or evaluation of the relation?

Perhaps the most extreme case is that in which there
in ths cogn1 tiV8 sphsr'", also.

18

an imbalance

If B is not even aware of the high

affective attitude of A, then A will probably initiate communication
in ordsT to increase

camm8nsus~

On the other hand, if the affective

relation is of a strong nature and is
A may

C:iOOS8

couple~

to try to ;repress or 5ublim2te the affectivity..

problem of unrequited love has concerned the

1

Goode,

with high insecurity,

op~cit.}

pp~

493f.

2Simmel, op.cit., pp. 317-329.

wTit8r~

This

poet, and songster

-47centuri8S~

for

yet there has been very little systematic scientific

study .
Let us now turn to the non-reciprocal instrumental relation,
perhaps in number the most prevalent in modern

SOCi8ty~

this type of interaction that requires the least

a~Dunt

sensus for integration and successful meeting of the

It is
of con-

function~

there probably must be cognitive consensus on the importance
of X

2

to A--at 182st enough so that B will concern himself with the

prob18m~

Thers need be little cogni tiV8 conS8nsus on the actusl

nature of X unless the particular circumstances of the relation
2
demand

it~

The veterinarian need not

that the master does.

588

the dog in the same way

In fact t cognitive consensus might reduce

the properly meeting of each one1s role.

A may try to set up

barriers to consensus on the valuation and esthetic response to
X for fear that B may se8se to help him attain it if B finds it
2
of equal worth to himself.
Joint relevance instrumental relations of the first type are
of a multi tude of

t~'p8S..

The actual amount of consensus of what

type on what depends to a great daal upon the particular circumstanC8S.

I can here onl. y hope to demonstrate some of the range ~

One type of joint relevance relation that requires very little
conserlSUS i's that betw8sn underworld leaders ana cert2in policB

and political officials.

That such groups were very successful at

achieving their goals is attested to by the wealth of some of the
people

invalv8d~

That they

~er8

very adaptible is apparent from the

great difficulty in trying to crush the f'rings.

fl

However, some of

-48major sources of the success lay in insulation and ignorance.
one was aware of the nature of the entire organization.

No

Perhjaps

the chief thing that there had to be a fair amount of consensus
on was cognition of the External world, both what should be squired
and what should be avoided.

The

c8th8tic~

evaluative and moLiva-

tional cErtainly varied from one person to another.

If aver theTa

were a symbiotic relation and nothing else, this is it.
The conditions and situation in a bureaucratic organization
are

consid8rabl~

diffErent~

HeTe one thing that there must be

consensus on is the nature of the organization and its

hi8rarchy~

at least that part of the hierarchy close to one!s own level.
Angell points out two functions of considerable consensus and communication: fi;BSt 1 leaders Can become aware of red-tape and bottle-

necks ar!d,second 1 the lower levels can act as a check on the leader,
,.
snlp.
However, it is interesting to nota that often the possibility
~

for subordinates to correct errors made by supervisors depends upon
the supervisors ignorance of what actually is being done.

Rose

Coser points out some other functions of insulation~2 Too great an
awareness by a sup8rvisor of the fine Details of the work of his
sLbordinatas may make the subordinates so concerned with pleasing
him that their efficiency decreases.

Als~)

insulation prevents the

supervisor from becoming bogged-down in individualistic affective
relations that would decrease his ability to supervise the bureaucratic
whole in an efficient way. Insulation of the higher authorities also

2R.

CDser~ op.cit., pp~ 34-39.

-49rumor~

protects him from

hostilites of a personal

natur8~

etc~

The variables and fine distinctions concerning consensus in bureaucratic structures

h~VB

just barely been toughed upon$ Both high

theory and empirical work are desparately

n88d8d~

Rose Coserts

article is an excellent start8
Edward Gross' study of symbiotic groups referred to earlier
indicates that such relations are ,not dependent upon consensus on
a wide variety of subjects or basic values, as was the case with
the expressive groups studied by Newcomb.

"tilhen men became upset

about their jobs or air site living conditions, they neEded and
sought help from

The pS:2sons sought out were likely to be

others~

men who had solved those problems ar could help the men in trouble
(8~g. ~

solve the problems

the single man seeking out the married

man'), and as such wers likely to be men unlike those who were seeking
1

help.n-

However, probably on a small group level such as that Gross

studied theTe was considerable cognitive, eathetic, and evaluative
consensus on tha X

z

of the man in need ~

I am placing this example

under reciprocal relations since the person sought out probably had
needs of his met by the seaker, e.g., father-son surrogates. Whether
thi-s be true or not, Gross was studying groups that were groups over

time to the extent that they comprised various types of informal
groups.

ThUS~

in terms of the extensiveness and stability of the

system, these symbiotic groups were closer to joint relevance groups
(the median of them) than to most one-way instrumental

r81ations~

the

majority of which are probably of a bery brief naturE and to a great

;

..lEo GrOSst 0p6cit.

j

p .. 177 ..

-50extent act as temporary integrating links for the larger system.
Finally, let me turn to an 8colggical instrumental group,:

the

n8ighborhood~

In all of urban sociology

thSI"S

is

prob~bly

no

other areB filled with as many biases and opinions and as little
hOAest research and observationo
eleewhere.

I have explored these difficulties

An inner-city neighborhood today is mai1le op of a very
,

heterogeneous group of people with diverse backgrounds,
interests, values, etco

occupations~

However, as Jane Jacobs has pointed out in

her excellent book, many neighborhoods are highly integrated systems.

1

There is consensus on the cathetic and evaluative orientation to

certain aspects of the neighborhood, such as the need for safety,
community support, etc.

There are multiple chains of communication

to insure high cognitive consensus on facts about thB neighborhood.
Twenty-four people can be concerned ebout the safety of one girl.
A store owner will do upwards of one hundred different services not
connected with the profit making operation of fuis staTe in one

day~

There is enough consensus of all three types about these aspects of
a neighbcirhood that there is a purposiiv8 building of barriers to
prevent too complete corntact between people that would involve too
much of their personalities and bring in extraneous issues that might
distrupt the

~ty.~t

instrumental functioning.

In many housing devel-

opmBnts on8 has to become completely involved with other people or
not at all: most people chose the latter and the insttumsntal function

is not met.

IJanB Jacobs~ The Death and Life of Great American G'i ties~
(New York: ,Random House, Inc~, 1~61), pp. 29-14DQ

-51The disruptive result of too great a knowledge about the other
members of the neighborhood is Dna example of our X3 diagramo
Knowledge about the other persons private life ~ religion y valuBs
2nd attitudes on things other than the smooth integration of the

neighborhood can be

And yet1 unless there are

dys~unctionala

specia1 1 quite severe, mechanisms set up, these extraneous issues
of high importance to someone in the interaction are bound to 8ntelE

in over time.

Perhaps it is that desire for closure and the comfort

of knowing that others think they way oneself does; perhaps it is
just the natural curiosity; perhaps it is in the nature of inter~¢i~d

actions that there will be a tendency to

spread into new areas

of conversation over time--whatever the cause, X3 is bound to enter
in eventually.
The recent racial history of the United States provides a cesa
in

point~

,As long as the

~Jorth

and South were essentially different

worlds only economically connected through impersonal
two oppssing racial systems continuedc

How8v8r~

chaims~

the

with increased travel

and communication the inherent conflict between the views became
apparent and of importance to

each~

Further, tile increased inter-

change met that the Negroes of the South could become more eware of
the deprivations they weTe living under.

Such factors are admitedly

only partial explanations for the pres2nt

int8r8st~

but they ar8

factorse
On the other hand, one of the best ways to bring about increased
consensus is to include the actors in the same perceptual and communicativ8 network, as we have S8en.

Hencs, the very causa of the friction

-52is, over a longer time span, one of the
t8nsion~

ch~~f

ways of overcoming the

This analysis raises interesting proceduEal questionso

Should one attempt to increase communication before it increases of
its own accord and thereby

attBm~~

to speed up the process of arriving

at consensus?

As the reader may have noticed, the above developed skeleton
better fits goal-attainment instrumental activity
adaptive~

onment?

tha~

it does

How much consensus is needeD in a rapidly changing envirFirst, the solidarity of the group must be assured.

can be no question' of loyalty in a time of cristEs..

There

The numbe!' of

values basic to a system increases under stress: more issues are
ruled out of

They ar8 rules out, not because of any

bounds~

aspect, but because the group must be assured

~f

loyaltVe

-.1-'

•

The Jesuits

ara completely dedicated to faithful obedience to the Pope..
is no questioning of their loyal ty ~

•

Hl LI'lnSlC

There

Because of this certainty,

the

Jesuits have probably had more freB range of thought and criticism
of the Church than any other
Once loyalty is

group within the Bhurch.

assur8d~

deviance may b8 tolerated, in fact,

prescribed for sartain roles such as Ilstar,'! !Istranger," or nfool.!!
Such deviance is allowed because the individuals in the system have
in the past been rewarded for wide searching to come up
of meeting changed

are the greater its

,

conditions.~

~ith

The more lax the society,

adaptibility~

new ways

ch~nC8S

Leaders must be given certaii.f1

~

amounts of laxityj whether by consensus on the value or bV mechanisms
of insulation or ritual (the latter espeCially among non-literate
groups),if t-,ey arB

9 to be able to see the changed circumstances

=53with enough accuracy to be able to lead the
tat ion ~

FurthaI',

8.

in their sdap-

society that allows deviance will be in

3

better posi tior: to accept any changes that are demanded bV the
changed circumstances ~

Even Angell savs:

A loosely-structured society is mari<ed by alternatives, by
to18rEltion~ and tv indeterminate L;ssociations..
On the theory
that ambiguity should make for easy entry of new traits, one
would expect loosely structured soci~ti8S to be lass closedminded than tightly structured on8Se~

v
In this last section I would liks to briefly mention some
other observamons on consensus and conflict

which~

while they

do not necessarily fit the scheme proposed above and in fact help
show some of its limitation and "middle-range" natuE8

j

~o~provid8

interesting Iffood for thought."
First, several writers have pointed to the fact that too
much consensus and mutual predictability may destroy a system

through

8iln8i~

Homans refers to satiation; VrjB

Littun8n~

to

social fatigue; Gouldner, to entroPDV because of habi tuaticn of coo.forming

responses~

2

Lewis CoseT quotes YrjB Littunen as saying:

UPersons i.tlho have to maintain a monotonous interaction pattern
for a long period of time tend to become bored with each other.
This phenomenon of social fatigue ~a~ be understood as a situation where there is no excitement in th~ interaction to maintairl the cohesiveness, to increBse liking~n3

,

-'-gngell~

2

L~

oPGCit~f

p~

141~

Coser, "Some Functions

.," pp. 178f.

Simmel makes the same point as follows:
Cdncord~ harm[Jny, co-efficacy, which are unquestionafufuy
held to be socializing forcs } must n8verth21llss be interspersed
with distance,comp8tition, l'~pulsion, on order to yield the
actual configuration of SOC~Lt,:ty~
The solid, organizational
forms which 8eem to constitute or creats society, must constantly
be disturbed, disbalanceo gnawed-at by individualistic, irregular Dorces, in oreier to gLlin their vital TSf3dtion and development through submission LH1C rasistcnce.. Intimate relations,
whose formal medium is phYElical and psycho!ogjcal nearness,
lose their attractiveness, even the content of their intimacy,
as soon as the close relationship does not also contaj.n~ simultaneously and alternatingly, distances and intermissions. FinallYf
and this is the decisive point: although reciprocal knowledge
conditions relationships positively, after all, it 008S nmt do
this by Itself alone. Relationshipa being what thay are, they
also presuppose a certain ignorance and B measure of mutual
concealment, even though this measure varies immensely to be
Bureo 1
j

Also, the lack of conflict may reflect an awareness of the
basic instability of the system and of the fact that little is
ke8ping it

int8grated~

In reformulating and advancing an idea of

Simmel's, Lewis Coser writes:
The absence of conflict cannot be taken as an index of the strength
and stability of a relationship. Stable rala~iohships may ba
b8h8vior~

characterized by conflicting

Closeness gives rise

to frequent occasions for conflict, but if the participants feel
that their relationships are tenuous f they will avoid conflict,
fearing that It might endanger the continuance of the r8lation~
WhEn clOSE relationships ara characterized by fraquent conflicts
rather than by the accumulction of hostile and ambivalent feelings,
we may be justified, given that such conflicts are not likely to
concern basic consensus~ in taking these frequent conflicts ~s an
index of the stability of thes8 relationships.
In secondary relationships, where we are initially ~ustifi8d
in expecting relatively les8 intense conflicts owing to the segmental involvement of the participants, the presence of conflict
may' be taken 85 an index of the operation of a balancing mechan.
2
lsmQ

lSimmel, op.cit., pp. 3l5f.
2

L$ CoseT, The Functions

~

.
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-55Coser also points out that conflict is ona

(

knowledge about an iEni tial stranger.

wa~

of acquiring

The conflict provides a Htestt!

of the other person and an opportunity to !Iknow" him in a rather
1

way~k

intimate

How many fights does a new boy to a school have to

engage in or avoid in the process of getting acqaainted?

In conclusion I (.Joule like to quote an observation of Edward

Gross.

In his study of the Air Force

m8n~

he measured the degree

of group cohesion: how well the members liked the informal small

groups that they belonged to.

He discovered that four out of the

five highly cohesiD8 groups were symbiotic and four out of five
of the moderately cohesive were consensual.
In

teI'm-~,;

2

Gross concludes:

of the family of concepts of which they are membs:cs'7

slj,,,bios:Ls is probably g8n8rally stronger than co,-;sensus.
t
dJ
nguishes symbiosis most clearly is that it implies a S2g-

mc:'; LLD relation r:.mq is least dependent for its opED:'at:,.on on
po tlvL feelings. The relation between the sho8maker and the
SULitulJer is symbiotic: Bach has something that the other needs-service, on the one hand, and money, on th~ other$ As long as
those ne80s persist, and as long as each has no easy 81 ternativ8
way of satisfying those needs, then the two will be link8d~ This
does not mean that they will necessarily like each other; it does
menn that they will remain united Mhl,thbI' UICY like E:Dch ott:'~
or nc: L. Anc[ therein lies the strength cf the,
iEet; G t'
C:. ,,,
,,,,,,::us, by contrast, depends wholly on tilE sj,rcn~th of posi tIvu
fL~Elings"
Anythin~J, there'fora, which producEs disharmuny or a
cunrlict of views 1s liksly to break up a consensual group.
It
i8~ potentially, more unstable. 3

Except for groups with very high esthetic and evaluative orientations
toward each other that are in high consensus and arB associated with

consensus on broad issues and basic values,
life,

I think

pp~

2E•

~~oss,
'-'~

is close to the

Ero~s

l22f
00
!

~

~l·"1... ..

......

_

,

p. 178.

truth~

8~g.,

successful family
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